Yemen: Reduced Imports Worsen Crisis

(as of 5 June 2015)

The humanitarian situation in Yemen is deteriorating rapidly, with the number of people in need of some kind of humanitarian
assistance rising to more than 20 million. The current conflict is preventing critical imports of fuel, medical supplies, Non
- Food Items and food supplies from reaching those in need. Addressing this crisis requires the full resumption of commercial imports and improved access to allow for a significant scale up of humanitarian operations.
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PEOPLE ARE DISPLACED

LACK ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER

SEVERELY FOOD INSECURE

Acute fuel shortage is preventing the milling of available grains as well as the transport of goods arriving in the ports, the delivery and
monitoring of humanitarian assistance, the functioning of water and sanitation systems, the functioning of health centres including the
production of oxygen for hospitals, and the functioning of ports themselves.
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ESTIMATED TOTAL FUEL NEED FOR YEMEN FOR ONE MONTH*
*Tracking based on best available data
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Yemen is heavily dependent on imported fuel. The serious shortfall in commercial imports between March and May has made fuel
extremely scarce in the market.

Nation-wide fuel shortages
contribute to:
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RISES BY REGION (From February)

- 9.4 million have lost or reduced access to safe water

MARIB

- on average less than 1 hour of elecricity per day
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AL BAYDA

- wheat mills not operating

93%

ADEN

- inability to transport food to market

83%

AL DHALE’E

- reduced humanitarian assistance and monitoring
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ABYAN

- pre Ramadan increased cereal imports remain unmilled
at the ports
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COMMERCIAL FOOD IMPORT DEFICIT (in metric tons)
1,026,000 MT

228,402 MT shortfall in cereal imports
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PRE-CRISIS QUARTERLY CEREAL IMPORT LEVEL
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- Yemen food sector relies on 90% imports
- current food aid and local production meet
only 10% of the overall needs
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If commercial importers do not have the confidence to
place orders beyond August, stocks of cereal could be
fully depleted before the end of the year.
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